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NEVER CLOCKING OFF.

BY A M Y W I T T E R

Work is ambition’s co-conspirator – its closest confidant and

bedfellow. The workplace, its stomping ground. But both also have

the power to not only check ambition but kill it.

Young people today are as ambitious as ever, and their

attitudes to work and working suggest that they are a generation

unwilling to compromise their version of ambition simply to

satisfy the workplace status quo.

The educational rigors this generation faced have been well

documented, likewise their struggle to get into the workplace.

But the lack of graduate jobs and low pay hides a more revealing

truth about this generation - even if there was a job, they wouldn’t

necessarily take it.

Conversations with our panel have shown that to them a job

is not just a job. To them it’s not just something to pay the bills,

or a superficial reflection of them as an individual, rather it is an

important part of who they are. It isn’t ancillary to their other

hopes and expectations or how they go about everyday life but sits

at the heart of everything.

Perhaps this isn’t surprising given how work-centric their lives

have been up to this point – and yet their motivations are different.

They see their work as a commitment to their passions and

values, not just a way of achieving ‘success’. When asked what they

look for from their dream job, passion beats pay with many saying

they’d be happy to be paid less to do a job they are passionate about.

78% want to work for an employer that shares their values.



And they believe they should not have to compromise,

financially or otherwise, to achieve this.

They will and want to work hard (in fact, they’ll be offended if

you imply otherwise) but they want to do it on their own terms.

If there’s one lesson this post-recession generation have learnt

it’s that hard work doesn’t necessarily pay off. If they’re going to

give something 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, they need to know they

believe in it, perhaps sceptical that the rewards given to previous

generations will come their way.

This has a knock-on effect for businesses and how they recruit

young talent. To appeal to the millennial generation, businesses

should be emphasising their values and purpose, as much as the

benefits package. Not only that, they should think in new ways

about the kinds of roles and responsibilities they give graduates.

Ensuring more junior levels of your business understand and live

your values is one way of ensuring loyalty and consistency across

the business, and yet too often this is reduced to lip service in the

face of deadlines and P&amp;Ls. By giving younger members of the

organisation greater responsibility and input into the business’s

central purpose, you’ll be tapping into their own value system and

will find them more motivated, more engaged and more likely to

stay with you.

Perhaps because they bring more of themselves to their work,

this generation are also investigating a wider variety of workplaces.

Traditional corporations jostle against innovation-led, value-



based companies like Apple and Google for their attention. But it is

the lure of entrepreneurism that poses the biggest threat.

Our panel were sceptical that any big corporation understood

them enough to give them what they looked for from work. They’re

seen as juggernauts driven by their own agenda, dismissive

of the individual and their needs. Considered inflexible and oldfashioned – the insistence on a 9–5pm working day, even the

need to go into the office serves to reinforce this assumption to

these digital waterbabies.

Setting-up your own business allows not only total control and

flexibility but also the opportunity for full self-expression and selfactualisation. And this audience want nothing more. Becoming an

entrepreneur is not just a way to get rich quick (as it may be perceived

by the old guard), it’s about being able to create a highly personal

framework for fulfillment.

More than any other generation, they are keen to strike a proper

work life balance, take sabbaticals or find ways through work to build

their life, not workplace, experience. For them ‘work’ and ‘working’

shouldn’t have to mean subjugating yourself to the outdated,

generic rules of others but shaping them for yourself, in a way that

will (hopefully) drive success but more importantly fulfillment.

Given this context, it’s no wonder becoming an entrepreneur

holds such allure.

For the millennial generation, the concept of ‘working to live’

or ‘living to work’ no longer holds. Their strong sense of self shapes



their attitudes to work and the workplace in new more personal

ways, whilst they live their private lives with a strong sense of

purpose and drive. They look for ways to make work meaningful

on a personal level and shape an environment that they will find

personally fulfilling.

What has been called the ‘me’ generation is undoubtedly

individually motivated but that doesn’t mean they aren’t team

players. They simply have a clear set of values that drive them.

If employers can find ways to start employee up, not

organisation down, they’ll be able harness the passion and

commitment of this highly driven, value-driven generation as a

force for positive change within their business.



Further Reading

•A

 Note To Gen Y Workers –

Time Magazine

•J

 ust How Underemployed Is Gen Y –

Time Magazine

• 1 0 Ways Millennials Are Creating

The Future Of Work – Forbes

•M

 anaging Millenials: Leadership Secrets To

Building A Happy Workplace – The Guardian

•W

 hy You Should Be Hiring

Millennials – Forbes



BY SONYA BARLOW

Ambition is living life with a secret

mission. Something inside that helps

you fight the ‘nos’ and the ‘not good

enoughs’ from the outside world.

I think of it as a video game. You

start in a strange world, and the game

has started without you. You’re forced

to hurdle across boxes and duck from

objects being thrown at you, but that

doesn’t stop you. Even when you fail, you

restart and become more determined.

You learn the exact moves you need

to progress, connect with those who help

you, figure out who your enemies are and

discover cheats to help skip some stages,

gradually getting quicker and stronger.

And finally, after enough tries you

succeed. Round complete. As children

we’re constantly told off for playing

video games but it’s here we learnt the

skills and nurtured the instinct to get

ahead, to win.

That was ambition then and it’ll

help us succeed now.



61% are inspired by their

mothers. Parents are the

biggest influencers on

Millennials lives.



50% of

Millennials

admit that their

own lack of

determination or

effort will act as a

barrier to success



83% agree that it’s really

the little things in life

that make them happy.



84% believe

helping to make a

positive difference

in the world is

more important

to them than

professional

recognition.



EDITOR’S

LETTER.



IT’S ALL

A GAME.



The Golden Oldies

Recent music, film, TV is all so predictable –

we’d take a 90s classic any day of the week.

This Girl Can &amp; Does

Women’s exercise finally being talked about.

78% would

still work for

pleasure even if

they had more

income than

they needed.



Tidal

Do we really need another streaming service?

We’ll give it a go but only because it’s Jay-Z.

Movies into TV

Gotham is awesome but we’re less sure

if we want to see classics like The Truman

Show dragged out over 7 seasons.

Electioneering

Ditch the photo stunts and give us the facts.

Facebook

Takes more than it gives.



OVERCOOKED.

32% fear they

won’t find a job

that matches

their personality.



33% fear

they won’t

achieve their

career goals.



I want to bitch about... ‘the

trendies’ – they think they’re

unique but if they were to look

up and out at each other, they’d

realise they’re all the same –

identical sheep all following

the same flock. They happily

live in their cave of limited

experience – only interested

in the niche, the different,

the strange – something that

helps them stand out, with no

desire to understand the real

world and all it has to offer.

Ironically, these are the

very people that kill the small

and the interesting, stealing

ideas rather than creating them.

Risking nothing. It is the

‘untrendy’ people – who don’t

have the haircut, the clothes

or the music – that truly think

differently. They aren’t scared

to be honest about who they are,

that’s what makes them unique.

To call them ‘trendy’ would

be an insult.



EAR PARTY.

OU R PA N E L’ S T OP PIC K S

Kendrick Lamar • King Kunta – Lauryn Hill • Everything Is Everything

Vance Joy • Riptide (Hella Tropical Remix)

Jay-Z • Roc Boys (Matoma Remix) – Blood Orange • High Street Feat Skepta

With monthly updates at www.betc.com/RAWmusic

there’s no better way to keep your businesslike ear to the ground.
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EDITORIAL

TEAM:



78% anticipate ‘settling down’

– being a good parent, with

a successful marriage being

a high priority.



Blending

Tasty and healthy, just in time for summer.



BY C L E M E NC E C A R E T T E



Amy Witter



86% believe they have a lot

to look forward to.



90% of them will face

intense competition for jobs

– it’s a jungle out there!



Rafe Greenlaw



92% of Millennials say they want

to achieve a lot in life.



Boutique Foreign Festivals

More of an adventure, more unique,

more likely to discover someone new.



LET’S

BITCH

ABOUT.



Theo Dufaÿ



HIGH ACHIEVERS.



RAW.



Felix Heyes



Understanding that ambition amplifies

your deepest insecurities and plays off them.



Felicity Bamber



For me ambition triggers an increased

sense of competition, making it both desirable

and dangerous.



In reality, you rarely win or lose in a

single moment – it is instead a series of

smaller, sometimes seemingly innocuous

choices.

Let your ambition frame how you

see the path ahead – turn compromises

into commitments, risks into opportunities.

We should always remember that the

decisions we make define who we are – be

wary of letting ambition dictate your whole

character. Like any spice, it’s a case of

carefully controlling the dose.



Andrew Stirk



To positively harness ambition you need

to understand who you are, what you want

and the obstacles that might stand in your

way. Sometimes that means understanding

your own limitations and finding your way

around them.



A big thank you to

everyone involved

in getting RAW

off the ground but

especially to our

20 bright, young

things: Ekaterina,

Zoe, Tash, PaulMarie, Adrian,

Emily, Archie,

Alex, Adonis,

Rory, Clemence,

Nino, Bianca,

Sonya, Amber,

Aakriti, Eve, Ana,

Kartik &amp; Jance.



moment that will help me get where I want

to go. Desirable but also dangerous, only

the conscience can stand in ambition’s

way. The rush it gives us can get in the way

of thinking about the impact our actions

might have on others.

We may feel confident and powerful,

but other people may see us as cruel or

selfish. But then ambition that is silenced

or pushed into the recesses of daily life has

its own negative impact.

We have to ask ourselves: Is it all worth it?



Welcome to

RAW – their

opinions, fresh

and unfiltered.



I think ambition is a spice – an unseen

factor that quietly makes all the difference.

Spices have the power to completely

change what you taste, bringing out hidden

flavours, revealing unexpected

experiences. The same is true of a high dose

of ambition. In some it triggers an increased

sense of competition, in others ambition

reveals a previously unseen ruthlessness.

In me, it triggers an intense passion.

A restless, incessant drive and unrelenting

focus – looking for the idea, the people, the



raw.london

@betc.com



We’re told to ‘walk a mile in their shoes’ to truly understand what

motivates another human being. As advertisers and marketeers we

consider ourselves experts when it comes to our ‘target audience’ but all

too often we rely on outdated data, ‘accepted’ cultural insights and hide

behind 2-way mirrors.

As a result, our understanding of people’s motivations, concerns and

desires can stray into the superficial, generic or even untrue.

We let our own assumptions and experiences overrule what people

are actually telling us.

Right now, no audience is more important than the Millennials.

The biggest generation since the Baby Boomers their attitudes,

ambitions and how they spend the pound in their pocket are already

shaping the world we live in.

With society and culture changing so rapidly, we need to find ways

to get closer to young people, quicker.

To be able to quickly tap into exactly what is going on in their world

right now, have open honest discussions and fully understand what they

think and feel. In doing so we will spot potential trends earlier, develop

more innovative strategies, more distinctive and relevant creative work

and as a result more effective campaigns.

RAW has been created to do just that.

Part research tool, part newspaper, part internship programme,

RAW is our long-term commitment to really understanding and

developing work that is relevant for young people today.

Formed of 20 young people (and counting...) from across the U.K.,

not only will they contribute their articles and opinions for our

quarterly themed newspaper but they’re also available at the touch

of button to give their opinion on anything and everything – from

what’s going in politics or music, to what ads they like or what they

think about a brand.

They’re then also available to come in and work with the teams

here to help shape the strategies and creative work.

In return, as part of our youth panel, members will be considered

for internship roles here at BETC London, helping them get much

needed experience in a competitive marketplace.

And so from our ambition to theirs! It seemed only fitting that

with the launch of RAW that ‘ambition’ should be our first theme.

The millennial generation have been called selfish, lazy and

demanding, so how ambitious are they and is it really all ‘me me me’?
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MY KIND OF AMBITION.
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